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Abstract
This paper considers a notable departure from the standard tenet in economics
that prices decrease with competition. Chen and Riordan (2008) show that such a
situation is indeed possible in a duopoly market. After developing a tractable elastic
Hotelling-type model to consider the problem with n competing firms, I show that
competition in a world with restricted location choice —taking zoning bylaws as a
convenient case of such restriction — can lead equilibrium prices to increase, decrease,
or stay the same with market entry. It is also demonstrated that through the mechanism
identified, welfare of individual consumers can actually decrease with market entry.
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Introduction
It is a generally-accepted tenet that increased competition in a market decreases
equilibrium price. Contrary to this basic intuition, however, it will be shown theoretically
that equilibrium prices may actually rise due to increased competition by (one or more)
differentiated competitors in a market where zoning bylaws restrict firmsʼ permissible
location choices. Furthermore, the prices charged in equilibrium due to the mechanism
identified can be above, below, or equal to the price which would prevail in an otherwise
identical world comprising solely a monopolist. A focus on the implications of this
mechanism in geographic space — firms being differentiated along a single geographic
dimension like an East-West continuum, for example — is motivated by a desire to
better understand, and comment theoretically on, the relationship between restrictions
on firm location choice and the distribution of welfare. Through the price-increasing
mechanism, it will be shown that some consumers are made strictly worse off by
increased competition among firms. Zoning bylaws provide a clear example of this type
of restriction, though the model could be generalized to examine the effects of restricting
permissible differentiation in any product characteristic space (e.g. maximum size of soft
drinks sold, minimum quality of accredited post-secondary institutions, etc.)
The model to be developed is influenced by Hotellingʼs duopoly model of product
differentiation, but relies on individual demand functions being elastic in distance from
destination firms (whereas Hotelling assumed perfectly inelastic demand) (Hotelling,
1929). More recently, Chen and Riordan (2008) analyze theoretically a duopoly market
where consumers have an arbitrary symmetric joint distribution of values over the
products sold by the respective firms, and show that because consumers have more
choice under duopoly than monopoly, the demand curve faced by a duopolist can be
less elastic (as consumers are less responsive to price cuts, for example).1 Likewise,
Amir and Lambson (2000) show that similar results can exist theoretically in Cournot
equilibria (here, it will be assumed that firms pick prices rather than output, though).
Such theoretical observations are buttressed by some, albeit limited, evidence of price
1

Chen and Riordan (2008) refer to this as the “price sensitivity effect,” which is counteracts the “market share effect”
(standard intuition where market share of individual firms decreases with competition, increasing their incentive to cut
prices). On balance, theoretically, either one of these effects can dominate.
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increases; this was observed in the food industry, for example (Ward et al., 2002). It
should be noted that elastic Hotelling models have been studied before; Puu (2012), for
example, considers a model where consumers must pay for transportation to firms, and
this influences their quantity demanded.
To begin, a simple consumer choice problem will be introduced, providing a
foundation for the assumptions about elastic demand in distance. Using an elastic linear
demand consumer model, the workings of the full location choice restriction model will
be demonstrated in steps (the final “step” being the only game that firms will actually
play, with intermediate steps serving only as conceptual aids in the model setup and to
illustrate particular points). First, I consider an individual firm in an infinitely large “world”
with no competing firms and infinite equidistantly-spaced consumers (which will be
modeled as a continuous and uniform mass rather than as discrete households).
Location choice will be exogenous (as it would not matter in such a world), and a first
order condition will be derived for profit maximization where the firmʼs unit price of
output is its only choice variable. Second, an arbitrary number of symmetric “competing”
firms will be introduced into the world at exogenously-specified locations, selling
products identical to the original firmʼs except for their differentiation in terms of firmsʼ
geographic location (to which consumers must commute). In this step, I show that the
Nash equilibrium prices may be greater than, equal to, or less than the profit maximizing
monopoly price derived in the first step. In the final step, a single “zone” will be
introduced, within which firms must locate, and firmsʼ location choices will become
endogenous. The model at this point can be conceptualized as representing a city,
within which a commercial zone might be surrounded by residential population such that
although firms must locate within the zone, the endpoints of the zone do not mark the
end of the potential consumer population. Using these zoning bylaws as restrictions on
location choice, I show the counterintuitive Nash equilibrium pricing results of step 2
(where location choices were exogenous) can exist in endogenous location choice
games where firms pick both location and unit price of output. Zoning allows for the
consideration of an infinitely large world with infinite consumers, meaning “endpoint”
complications can be ignored while preventing firms from spreading themselves out
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sufficiently far that each becomes a monopolist (as they would do in a step 2 world with
no zoning if location were endogenous).

Model Setup
Consider a one dimensional “universe” (a line) of infinite length representing a
geographic space like an East-West continuum, or the “main street” of a town, as is a
standard analogy. Along this line, there exist infinitely many equidistantly-spaced apart
residents/consumers, identical in preferences (aside from those over location) and
income endowment. Consider first the case where there exists only one firm in this
universe — firm “j,” located at capital “J”. Residentsʼ locations are denoted by x and
indexed by i = 1, 2,..,! , such that the i th resident lives at location xi . Suppose that each
consumer has the individual utility function
U (Q, M ) = (A ! D xi ! J )Q ! BQ 2 + M

where
l

Q is the quantity of the good consumed by resident i ,

l

M is money or a composite of all other goods,

l

A , D , and B are strictly positive constants, and

l

xi ! J is the distance between the i th resident and the j th firm (the only firm
considered so far).

Each consumers faces the budget constraint

Qp j + M ! I
where p j is the unit price of firm j ʼs output, and I is the (exogenous) income per time
period. The individual demand function derived for the good Qd (with subscript “d” for
clarity) is

"
$ A ! p j ! D xi ! J
Qd = # 2B 2B
2B
$
0
%

if xi ! J < F
otherwise
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where F is the “frontier” distance away from firm j , beyond which consumers would
demand none of j ʼs output given the current unit price. Note that Qd is the individual
demand function (not the demand function facing the firm), and is demand per time
period, not per trip to the firm. Suppose that transportation is costless in accounting
terms, but is a source of disutility to consumers: i.e. the distance that a consumer must
travel to reach a firm enters the utility function rather than the budget constraint. Further
assume that per trip to the firm, each consumer purchase only one unit of output. This
normalization does not reduce the generality of the results, as it would make sense that
all residents purchase the same quantity per trip to the firm (residents are all identical in
preferences and income), so defining this quantity as one “unit” is acceptable;
furthermore, even if transportation were considered costly in pecuniary terms, these
costs would be sunk by the time consumers reached a firmʼs location, and should not
alter purchasing decisions.1 For Qd (quantity demanded per time period) to be
decreasing in both distance to the firm and in the unit price of the good, then, it must be
through these priceʼs respective effects on the number of trips per time period, rather
than quantity demanded per trip. The further the physical distance to a firm, the more
the product characteristics of that firmʼs output differ from those considered optimal by a
consumer, and the fewer trips they make. Likewise, the higher the unit price of a firmʼs
output, the fewer trips made as the consumer surplus schedule for each trip decreases.
The demand function above can be written in a more convenient form as
"$ ! ! " p ! # x ! J
j
i
Qd = #
0
%$

if xi ! J < F

,

otherwise

[1]

where
l

!, ", # > 0 comprise the underlying utility function parameters (so ! :=
and ! :=

1

A
1
, ! :=
,
2B
2B

D
);
2B

Aside from the potential effect on total expendable income, but this is arguably negligible for many applications of
this model.
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l

! is the quantity demanded by a resident located at xi = J (i.e. able to purchase
the variety of the good matching their optimal product characteristics) if the unit
price were set to zero;

l

! is the (magnitude of the) marginal effect of unit price on Qd ,1 affecting, recall, the
number of trips, not quantity demanded per trip;

l

! is the (magnitude of the) marginal effect of an increase in distance xi ! J on
demand, and

l

F, as previously defined, is the “frontier distance,” which can now be calculated
F=

! ! " pj
#
.

Graphing the demand function in “location – quantity demanded” space, what will be
referred to herein as a “demand triangle” is formed:

Figure-1: “Demand triangle,” or individual quantity demanded per time period as a function of physical location (drawn
for example parameter values), where firm j is located at J=10

Above is a “demand triangle,” with the height at any location representing individual
quantity demanded per time period as a function of physical location. Recall, since
quantity demanded per trip is equal to one, the quantity demanded by any resident per
time period (read of the y-axis) is equal to the number of trips. This diagram is drawn for
1

Note that the marginal effect is negative, so the magnitude of the marginal effect is used (alternatively, the price and
distance terms in the demand function can be added rather than subtracted, and the coefficients their coefficients can
be negative).
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the example parameter values ! = 15 , ! = 1 , and ! = 1 , which I will use in all of the
examples to come. Firm j is located at J = 10 . A resident who lives at xi = J = 10 would
purchase 10 units of j ʼs output per time period; one who lives at xi = 5 or xi = 15 (both 5
distance units away from firm j ) would purchase 5 units per time period; one who lives
at xi = 0 	
  or xi = 20 	
  would purchase none.
The distance F (beyond which demand for a firmʼs output “zeros out”) is 10
(given the example parameter values), since demand becomes zero at J ±10 . This can
be calculated as the height of the demand triangle in location- Qd space, ! ! " p j ,
divided by the magnitude of the demand triangleʼs slope,

!Qd
= ! for all xi in
!xi

(J ! F, J + F) . To clarify the relationship with Hotellingʼs model, consider the equivalent
of the demand “triangle” under his assumptions. It would no longer be a triangle, in fact,
but a horizontal line in location- Qd space — recall, Hotelling assumed perfectly inelastic
demand, so that even though consumers prefer not to travel, it doesnʼt affect their
demand (past a certain distance, however, the horizontal line might drop to zero).
Moving back to the model at hand, the demand triangle “shifts” upward by if firm

j decreases its price — i.e. a resident at a location where they purchased a strictly
positive amount of j ʼs output at the original price would buy strictly more, and residents
who were “just outside” the interval (J ! F, J + F) , meaning they had previously
purchased none, may now purchase a strictly positive amount (i.e. F increases).
Conversely, an increase in price shifts the triangle downward.
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Figure-‐2:	
  A	
  firm	
  located	
  at	
  J=10	
  decreases	
  its	
  unit	
  price,	
  causing	
  its	
  “demand	
  triangle”	
  (the	
  function	
  describing	
  the	
  demand	
  of	
  
various	
  consumers	
  based	
  on	
  their	
  location)	
  to	
  shift	
  upward.	
  

In the diagram, the price was decreased, causing the demand triangle to shift upward by

! times the change in price. At any given location on the horizontal axis, the demand
by a consumer living at that location increases (as read off the vertical axis). The lightlyshaded lower triangle outline is the individual quantity demand function at the old price,
and the darkly-shaded higher triangle outline is the shifted function with a lower unit
price being charged. Any resident who lives in locations (0, 20) buys more at the new
lower price, and residents in (-2, 0] and [20, 22) now purchase strictly positive quantities
as well.

Profit Maximization as a Monopolist with Exogenous Firm Location
Consider firm j ʼs monopoly profit maximization problem, taking firm location as
given. Assume that marginal costs are zero for all quantity levels, so that the price which
maximizes total revenue also maximizes total profit. Total quantity demanded (denoted

TQd ) for firm j is the area of its demand triangle (plotted in location-quantity demanded
space), multiplied by the residential population density (residents per unit of space)
which is normalized to 1. This can be though of with some basic intuition. It must be true
that

TQd = !Q*d =
i

!
{i:|xi "J|<F }

Q*d
,
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which are equivalent terms for the sum over residentsʼ individual quantity demanded
(residents who live at least as far as F units away from J would demand zero).1 One
can use this intuition to devise a more workable definition, given residential population is
assumed to be continuous rather than discrete. The total quantity demanded can be
calculated (see appendix 1 for demonstration) as

TQd =

"

J+F
J!F

Qd dx

.

With this continuous definition of TQd considered, a less intuitive but more
computationally-simple geometric interpretation of TQd will be used later: if the area of a
triangle is one half of its base, multiplied by its height, then TQd is F (which is half of
the base), multiplied by the height of the individual demand function evaluated at its
highest point, which is where xi = J (meaning xi ! J = 0 ). Therefore,

TQd

(! ! " p )
=

2

j

!

[2]
.

With this representation of TQd , firm j ʼs revenue-maximizing price (and hence profit
maximizing price as well by the assumption of zero marginal cost) is:2

max

Pj !{"+ :! #" Pj >0}

p j (! # " p j )

#

2

,

[3]

Consider the geometric interpretation of this maximization problem. Recall the effect of
a firm changing the unit price it charges: increasing unit price shifts the demand triangle

1

2

Q*d (with an asterisk) will denote the individual quantity demanded as opposed to the individual demand function

The price restriction on the maximization problem simply requires that a consumer who resides directly at the firmʼs
location (and hence has access to their optimal good in terms of location) must buy a strictly positive quantity per time
period. If price is not drawn from the set of prices where this holds, it cannot revenue cannot be maximized.
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downward, and decreasing it shifts the triangle upward.

Unit price charged by the firm increased in the diagram above, shifting the demand
triangle downward from the lightly-shaded original function to the heavier-shaded lower
triangle representing demand as a function of location given the firmʼs new high price.
So increasing the unit price shifts the demand triangle downward in location- Qd ;
however, picture the decision to increase unit price in location-revenue space.

The new x-intercepts (i.e. smaller F ) observed in location- Qd space are the same in
location-revenue space, and the revenue generated for the firm by residents from the
fringes of their (now smaller) market area has decreased, but the revenue generated for
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the firm by residents near the firm can be higher.1 The area marked “G” is the gross
gain in total revenue from the price increase, and the sum of the two areas marked “L” is
the gross loss in total revenue caused by the price increase. At the optimal price, the
gain will equal the loss for any tiny increase or decrease in unit price.

Profit Maximization in Duopoly with Exogenous Firm Location Choice
With the basic setup of the model clarified, and the diagrammatic representation
cemented, the extension to the duopoly case can be examined. Here, two symmetric
firms sell products identical in all characteristics except for firm location. Firms will pick
unit prices in a simultaneous, one-shot, non-cooperative game, taking the price of the
other firm, and the (exogenous) locations of both firms as given.
It should be noted here that the concept of competition works in a particular way in
this model, and the market structures “monopoly” and “duopoly” as I use them should be
clarified. Any firm j will be considered a monopolist if, when charging its profit
maximizing monopoly price, the demand function facing firm j (its demand triangle) in
location- Qd space has no intersection with k ʼs demand function at x-coordinates where
quantity demanded is strictly positive.2 Graphically, the “demand triangles” cannot
overlap when firms j and k charge a profit maximizing price calculated as though they
were monopolists. If this condition is not met, firm j is said to be “in competition”. For
the remainder of the duopoly section, assume that “duopoly” implies that firms, whose
locations are taken as given, are close enough together that they are not “monopolists”
(these conditions are formalized in the following section with an arbitrary number of
competitors).
First consider two firms, identical except for location, near enough to one another
that neither is a monopolist.
1

For this revenue generated by “nearby” consumers to increase, it must be the case that the revenue generated by a

resident at the firmʼs location is increasing in unit price, i.e.

!
p j (! " " p j ) > 0 , or ! ! 2 " p j > 0 . This will turn
!p j

out to be a necessary — but not a sufficient — condition for price to increase with competition in the duopoly case.
2

k refers in general to “the other” firm, which is

j !1

or

j +1 .
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Figure-3: Two firms in duopoly. Demand triangles intersect.

Here, firm j is located at J = 10 and firm j+1 is located at J+1 = 25 . To find how firms will
act in such a scenario, expressions for total revenue of a duopolist must be defined and
maximized. Start by finding the indifferent consumer (i.e. the consumer indifferent
between shopping at firm j and j+1 ). The indifferent consumer is located at the xcoordinate where the demand triangles intersect, i.e. where the quantity demanded from
either firm is the same and strictly positive. To verify this, it can be shown that a
consumer at this location would receive the same net consumer surplus from shopping
at either firm. To derive consumer surplus in the intuitive graphical manner for firm j ,
use the inverse demand curve,

pj =

! ! " xi ! J ! Qd
,
#

and graph it along with a price line p = p j , the value of which, of course, has yet to be
determined by firm j (this exercise is simply to seek a general formula for consumer
surplus):
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Here, the price is set at 5, although this is merely for graphical intuition to derive the
revenue maximization problem, and the optimal price will not necessarily equal 5.
Values are arbitrarily chosen for the parameters and distance in the diagram, as the
diagram is used only for intuition to help derive a general formula. Net consumer surplus
is the familiar triangle in the diagram, which can be calculated as the vertical intercept
minus p j , multiplied by the quantity demanded given p j , all divided by 2. The vertical
intercept minus p j is

! ! " xi ! J
! pj ,
#
and the quantity demanded given p j is the above expression divided by the (magnitude
of the) slope of the demand curve, which is

1
. This gives net consumer surplus of
!

" ! ! " t xi ! J
%
!
p
$
'
j
%
1 " ! ! " t xi ! J
#
',
CS = $
! p j '$
1
'
2#
#
&$
$
'
#
#
&
which simplifies to

(! ! !t x ! J ! ! p )
CS =
i

j

2!

2

[4]

.

A consumer who is indifferent between shopping at j and k ! { j"1, j+1 } , then, resides at a
location xi = ! j,k which satisfies the consumer surplus equality condition

(! ! " #

j,k

! J ! $ pj

2$

2

) = (! ! " #

j,k

! K ! $ pk
2$

)

2

.

This condition simplifies trivially to the intersection of the two demand functions

! ! " p j ! # $ j,k ! J = ! ! " pk ! # $ j,k ! K . ! jk , then, can be calculated as

! j,k

"
$
$
=#
$
$%

"
1
pk ! p j ) + ( J + K ) if J < K
(
2#
2
,
!
1
( p j ! pk ) + 2 ( J + K ) J > K
2"

[5]
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See appendix 2 for the more computationally convenient form of this expression which I
use in the coming simulations. Note that if both firms are charging the same price (as
will turn out to be the case in duopoly Nash equilibrium), ! j,k simplifies to the midpoint
between the two firms.
A firm can increase its market share by decreasing its price, taking some of the
other firmʼs consumer base, as well as residents on the “other side” of the demand
triangle from a competing firm.

Figure-4: Two firms in duopoly. The shaded area is the portion of quantity demanded for the leftmost firmʼs output
which is being lost to the rightmost firm. I.e. if the rightmost firm ceased to exist, this area would be demanded from
the leftmost firm given its current unit price and location.

Above, two firms are in duopoly. The shaded area of quantity demanded contributes to
the revenue of firm j+1 rather than firm j (as it would if j+1 ceased to exist and j were
charging the same price as here).
The revenue maximization problem for firms in duopoly can be considered. To find
an expression for firm j ʼs total quantity demanded, the definition found earlier can be
used, and the shaded area of “lost” total quantity demanded subtracted. Recall from [2]
that total quantity demanded (if there were no competitors) can be calculated as:

TQd

(! ! " p )
=

2

j

#

To calculate the total quantity demanded when in competition with firm k , the shaded
area in figure 4 must be subtracted. This shaded area can be calculated as one half of
the height of the shaded right triangle (which is the demand function evaluated at ! j,k ,
divided by the base of the triangle which is the height divided by the absolute value of
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the slope ( ! ). Together, this yields (total quantity demand for firm j ʼs output with a
single competitor k ):
2
"
! ! " p j ! # J ! $ j, j+1
! ! " pj )
(
$
TQd =
!
$
#
2#
#

(

)

2

%
',
'
&

and total revenue is given by
2
"
! ! " p j ! # J ! $ j, j+1
! ! " pj )
(
$
TR = p j
!
$
#
2#
#

(

)

2

%
'.
'
&

[6]

Notice that decreasing price to a little bit below a competitorʼs, unlike the standard
Bertrand model, does not allow firms to undercut their competitor at all locations; rather,
increasing or decreasing price shifts the relevant firmʼs triangle up or down, changing
the intersection point ! j,k — this “sliding” of ! j,k expands or decreases market area
served.
One complication arises when deriving the duopoly problem firmʼs price:
undercutting oneʼs competitor by “just enough” to take the entire market is a viable
strategy, as depicted below.

Example of “undercutting at all locations,” as defined in the context of this paper, where the “left” firm has clearly undercut the “right”
firmʼs price by enough to take the rightʼs entire market share.

Here, the leftmost firm is charging a price low enough that the rightmost firmʼs entire
market area is taken over. For the parameter values I choose for all the examples to
come, neither firm would choose to undercut the other unless they were close together
(less than about 2.5 distance units apart). The scenarios looked at ignore the ability to
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undercut “at all locations” like this, since at distances this small prices are lower than
monopoly level anyway, and are not of much interest. See appendix 3 for a discussion
of the possible treatment of such an “undercutting at all locations” case with this model,
although it will not be considered.
For distances between firms great enough that the undercutting complication need
not be considered, and low enough that firms are not monopolists, the duopoly problem
faced by each firm is:
2
$
! # " p j # # J # $ j,k
! # " pj )
(
&
pj
#
Max
&
#
2#
Pj !{"+ :! #" Pj >0}
%

(

)

2

'
)
)
(

[7]

An example best illustrates the results of interest: take, as parameters values, ! = 15
and !, " = 1 (as I have been using throughout). Firm j ʼs best response price as a
function of k ʼs price and distance between the two firms can be derived from the first
order condition for revenue maximization. The best response function for firm j is
4

pj =

3

2

2

25 J ! K + ( 50 pk ! 540 ) J ! K + ( 25pk2 ! 540 pk +13500 ) J ! K + 2 J ! K + ( 2 pk +180 ) J ! K
21 J ! K

Firm k ʼs best response function is the same, with subscripts altered appropriately ( p j
replaced with pk and vice versa). Solving the best response functions simultaneously, a
(common) Nash equilibrium price as a function of the distance between the two firms is
derived (firms play a one-shot simultaneous game):
p j = pk =

1
2
150 + 3 J ! K ! 5 1620 !12 J ! K + 5 J ! K .
16

(

)

[8]

Plotting this Nash equilibrium price as a function of distance J ! K , the region where
prices are higher in duopoly than monopoly is clear.

.
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Figure-5: The Nash equilibrium price charged by both firms

j

and

k

in duopoly as a function of the distance

between them.

In the “right” region where the distance between firms J ! K > 20 , for the example
parameter values, both firms are sufficiently spaced apart that each is a monopolist.
Hence, they each charge the monopoly price calculated earlier as p j = pk = 5 . In the “left”
region, where J ! K is less than about 2.5, the undercutting complications briefly
mentioned must be considered, so this region is ignored here. The region where J ! K
is between 10 and 20 distance units is of particular interest — duopolists would charge
a price higher than the monopoly price.

Intuition for Duopoly Price Exceeding Monopoly Price
Consider firm j ʼs decision to set p j greater than the “monopoly price,” i.e.
the optimal price j would choose in the absence of competition (that was p j = 5 in the
example above). The total area of firm j ʼs demand triangle in location- Qd space will be
smaller than before the price increase. It will also have a smaller area in locationrevenue space than before (otherwise the former price could not have been the optimal
monopoly price); however, the portion of the triangle in location-revenue space that
“counts” — i.e. the portion wherein residents contribute to firm j ʼs revenue rather than
k ʼs — may be larger after the price increase. Picture this in two steps, beginning with
location- Qd space:

The firm on the left has increased its price, causing its “demand triangle” to shift downward, and its market share to decrease. The horizontal dotted line shows that the original
(monopoly) prices firms j and k charged were the same, and hence the height of their demand triangles as well.
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First, as depicted above, imagine the effect of firm j ʼs price increase in location- Qd
space. j ʼs triangle shifts downward (from the lightly shaded triangle to the darkly
shaded one); F (and the corresponding interval over which Qd is strictly positive) will
decrease; and the intersection of the demand functions, ! j,k , is further left (or closer to
whichever firm increased its price, meaning their market share decreased). The lighter
triangles are firms j and k , respectively, charging their monopoly price as though there
were no competition, which is clearly no longer the case. The second step is imagining
this shift in location-revenue space. F will be the same in location- Qd and locationrevenue space, meaning so to will be the new x-intercepts formed by the price increase.
Depending on the values of the parameters, however, j ʼs triangle in location-revenue
space, after this shift, may take on a variety of height dimensions. The case of interest
is where the demand and revenue triangles behave as follows.

Figure-6: The darkly shaded triangle with the higher peak is the “revenue triangle” after the price increase shown
above. The dotted horizontal line represents revenue generated by a resident at either firmʼs location before price
increase. Note that the diagram is contrived to demonstrate this effect of interest in a visible way.

Here the revenue triangle is taller and narrower, meaning that although all residents
purchase less, the price increase causes greater revenue to be collected from residents
nearest to the firm. To obtain this “taller, narrower triangle,” the case of interest, it must
be true that firm j receives greater total revenue from a resident at xi = J after a small
price increase; i.e.

!
p j (! " " Pj ) > 0 , yielding the condition that ! > 2 " Pj when p j is
!p j

set to maximize revenue. This is a necessary condition, though not an independently-
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sufficient one for the result that duopoly causes higher prices to prevail than under
monopoly (nothing is said here about total revenue maximization, only about the relative
height of the revenue triangle at its center). Note that this condition applies only to the
middle (i.e. located at xi = J ) residentʼs individual demand function, not the demand
function facing firm J as a whole where, for revenue maximization, it must by definition
be the case that

!
p j (! " " Pj ) = 0 .
!p j

Dissecting the “taller, narrower” diagram, notice the area of the revenue triangle
which is not lost to firm k is larger after the price increase than before it (meaning total
revenue increased, even though price is raised above the optimal monopoly level).

Revenue

G

L
L
L

L

A

L
Location

Here, firm “ j ” is zoomed in on a bit (note, this is a contrived example to illustrate the
effect, as the difference between monopoly optimal price and duopoly optimal price is
very small for parameter values chosen). The gains and losses in revenue from
increasing price can be visualized. Note that the location over which j ʼs new location-
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revenue triangle intersects k ʼs unchanged one is not precisely where one must
measure the boundary of the two firmsʼ market areas: the relevant x-coordinate where
residents are indifferent between he firms, which was denoted ! j,k earlier, must be
calculated from the intersections of the individual demand triangles, not the revenue
triangles (there is a slight affect on this coordinate due to the relative slope change of
the revenue functions when one firm changes its price). Notice this is accounted for in
the diagram since the vertical at line x = ! j,k (the leftmost vertical line) does not quite go
through the intersection of the two demand functions in this revenue space (though it is
extremely close). The diagram should be interpreted as illustrating that the monopoly
price is not a Nash equilibrium, since the firm that increases its price above monopoly
level in the diagram increases total revenue. Gains in total revenue to firm j caused by
a price increase above its optimal monopoly price, taking as given that k will continue to
charge the monopoly price, are marked G, and losses L. Note: area “A” is the crucial
portion of the diagram — this area would be a loss in revenue to firm j if it raised its
price above monopoly level in the absence of competition. In the duopoly case, though,
this is not a “loss,” per se, because the area is lost whether price is increased or not. In
the diagram, the sum of areas marked L is strictly less than the area G, so increasing
price by this increment increased total revenue. If one includes area A in the sum of
losses, however, total revenue has been decreased by increasing price. It is through
this mechanism (that area A of total revenue is “sunk,” essentially, so the marginal
gross loss in total revenue from price increases is lower) that one can get higher optimal
prices under duopoly than monopoly. The determination of optimal price can be thought
of in terms of marginal benefit and marginal costs of price increases. The “marginal cost”
(in terms of lost revenue, i.e. the sum of areas “L”) due to increasing the price of output
will be weighed against the “marginal benefit” (the area “G”), such that the optimal price
will equate the two. Area A would be a marginal cost of increasing price if firm j were a
monopolist, but it is not included, since firm j is a duopolist. Hence, competition
decreases the marginal cost of price increases, leading to higher optimal prices.
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Profit Maximization with Arbitrary Number of Symmetric Competitors
Considering, now, the more general case where there may be two competitors,
and multiplying TQd by price to get total revenue, one obtains a general revenuemaximization problem for an arbitrary number of competitors (with a maximum of two
competitors — the nearest on either side — being directly considered):
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where the
l

summation term accounts for “overlap area(s)” (now potentially on both sides)
which need to be subtracted from firm j ʼs total quantity demanded; and

l

the set

! = {k " { j #1, j+1 } : ! ! ! p j ! ! J ! ! j,k > 0}
deals the issue of monopoly, so if some firm k (i.e. firm j !1 or j+1 ) is sufficiently far from
firm j that there exist no intersection of their demand functions at strictly positive values
of quantity demanded, there exists no “overlap area” to remove from the calculation of

j ʼs total quantity demanded.
In order to solve for best response functions and Nash equilibria with recursive
methods (as will be used for the remainder of the paper, since closed form solutions are
difficult to find), the purpose of the set ! can be achieved with an indicator function
defined as

1

M

!# 0 if firm j does not compete with k
:= "
if not
$# 1

Firm j ʼs revenue maximization problem (taking firms j!1 and j+1 ʼs prices and locations
as given) becomes
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In the duopoly case, Nash equilibrium prices can be calculated analytically without much
difficulty. With n firms, closed form solutions are not easily obtained, and computational
methods are preferable (see appendix 4 for a discussion of such recursive methods).
Take, for example, n = 5 firms located at ( J1, J 2 , J3, J 4 , J 5 ) = ( 0,15, 30, 45, 60 ) such that each
firm is 15 distance units away from its neighbors. Nash equilibrium prices are
approximately ( p1, p2 , p3, p4 , p5 ) = ( 5.108608, 5.230576, 5.228992, 5.230576, 5.108608) ,
depicted below (with blue dots) in relation to the monopoly price of 5 (the horizontal line)
for the parameter values ! = 15 and !, " = 1 . Note that it becomes difficult to prove the
uniqueness of Nash equilibria when closed form solutions cannot be obtained, but the
results of the computation indicates that the price vector obtained is a Nash equilibrium).
Below, the Nash equilibrium price is on vertical axis, and the firm index number

j = 1,..., 5 (corresponding to the order of firms from left to right) is on the horizontal axis.
The price increases observed from competition in the duopoly case extend to this case
with multiple firms and exogenous location.

While the blue dots representing Nash equilibrium prices of firms spaced 15 distance
units apart from one another are all above the monopoly price, we can also, of course,
have Nash equilibrium prices below the monopoly price, fitting the standard economic
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rationale. For ( J1, J 2 , J3, J 4 , J 5 ) = ( 0, 5,10,15, 20 ) , Nash equilibrium prices are

( p1, p2, p3, p4, p5 ) = ( 4.484512,

3.781216, 3.689344, 3.781216, 4.484512 ) and are graphed

with red dots.1

Zoning: Restricted Location Choice of n Competing Firms
Now that duopoly Nash equilibrium price as a function of distance between firms has
been derived, and the intuition extended with numerical methods to n competing firms
(identical aside from location and prices chosen), the assumption of exogenous location
choice can be eliminated. Let there be one “zone” under consideration. For intuition
behind this choice, consider the model developed so far as applied to a city. The city
could have one commercial zone, and suburban residential population could continue
far past the confines of that zone — this residential population continuing well past firmsʼ
permissible location set is approximated by assuming that population continues to
infinity on both sides of the zone (i.e. there are no city endpoints to worry about).
Let n , the number of firms in the zone, be exogenous (the entry decision is
considered below). Let the single zone comprise the set of permissible location choices

{

}

Z := x ! " : x ! #$ Z, Z %& , where Z and Z are the “left” and “right” endpoints of the zone,

{

}

respectively. The zone must comprise n firms, so n = j : J j ! "# Z, Z $% .
A quick notational note must be made here. Consider n = 3 , { j1, j2 , j3 } . In
equilibrium, there are n! possible “orders” of these firms from left to right in location
space, i.e.

( J1, J 2, J3 ) , ( J1, J3, J 2 ) , ( J 2, J1, J3 ) , etc. For simplicity, then, a naming

convention ex-post of location choice will be adopted, such that j1 is the leftmost firm in
equilibrium, and for any j = 1,..., n !1 , J j < J j+1 .
Firms now seek to maximize total revenue by picking both a price and a location
within Z. As before, they play a one-shot simultaneous game, with best response
functions calculated from the maximization problem
1

Note that none of these firms are close enough together to bring up the “undercutting at all locations” complication.
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Starting with the first order condition for location choice of “interior firms” (a firm j
is “interior” if and only if there exists both a firm j!1 and a firm j+1 ). Again, the conditions
that these firms are not monopolists must apply for anything interesting to occur
(otherwise, firms spread out such that each is a monopolist and choose prices using the
monopoly revenue maximization condition). Consider the first order condition for some
firm j . First notice that the location choice is independent of the price decision. To show
this, I start by finding the first order condition for location choice:
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2
2
2
2
=
2
2
from which p j cancels. Simplifying further, this yields the condition that the quantity
demanded by the indifferent consumer ! j, j!1 (with the firm to the left), must equal the
quantity demanded by the indifferent consumer ! j, j+1 on the right (note that this rule does
not depend on the price p j ):

! ! " p j ! # J ! $ j, j!1 = ! ! " p j ! # J ! $ j, j+1 .
This can be visualized by noticing that the y-coordinate of the intersection of j ʼs
demand triangle with its left and right competitors must be the same. A simplified
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expression can be derived from the first order condition determining J taking as given
the location and price of the left and right competitor:

J rule =

! ( p j+1 ! p j!1 ) + " ( J+1 + J!1 )
2"

.

Consider too, the location decision of “endpoint” firms (the leftmost or rightmost firm).
Recall, there are n firms being considered, but in equilibrium one must be to the right of
all the others, and one must be to the left of all the others. These endpoint firms will
always locate on their respective endpoint if an equilibrium is formed. This becomes
quite clear with an example: consider the location decision of firm j1 (the leftmost firm in
equilibrium). The problem for firm j = j1 breaks down into (giving the first order condition
for location only, here):

max
J!Z
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2
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Clearly, if some competition exists between the firms, firm j ʼs total revenue is strictly
decreasing in “overlap area” with firm j+1 , and this “overlap area” is strictly decreasing in
distance between them. This entails that if firm j1 remains the leftmost firm in
equilibrium, it locates on the left endpoint J1 = Z . The same logic implies that J n = Z . In
equilibrium with n ! 2 , as long as there exists some competition between firms in
equilibrium, a firm is located at both endpoints of the zone.
To avoid the trouble of repeatedly considering whether firms are monopolists,
zones will be called “covered” when certain conditions apply. Specifically, zones are
“covered” — an analogous concept to markets being covered (everyone buys strictly
positive quantity) — if the set of “not covered” locations within Z is finite. The set of “not
covered” locations in Z is
NC := Z

\ ! {x ! " : Q (x) > 0} .
{
}
j
d

j! 1,...,n

where Q dj (x) is the quantity demanded for firm j ʼs output at location x ! " (one can
ignore for this condition whether or not j is preferred by a consumer at x, as long as the
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demand “triangle” has height at this point). The set is not necessarily empty if it has a
finite cardinality: consider the a scenario where there exists j, j+1 ! {1,..., n} such that

{

}

sup { x ! " : Q dj (x) > 0} = inf x ! " : Q dj+1 (x) > 0 .

This occurs where two demand triangles both “zero out” at the location x.1 Assume from
now on, unless otherwise specified, that all firms must compete and NC = ! . The
“zoning” component (restricting product differentiation) is trivial in the monopoly case, as
firms are indifferent between an infinite set of locations where they remain monopolists.
With the first order condition for location considered (recall, j ʼs location choice is
independent of the p j choice), the first order condition for price can actually be
simplified. Since J rule must be satisfied in equilibrium, it can be used to simplify the price
portion of the revenue maximization problem. The pricing decision is

p j = argmax
Pj !{"+ :! #" Pj >0}

2
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Using the fact that J rule must be satisfied regardless of price picked, and noticing that
given J = J rule , the size of the lost overlap area with firm j!1 and j+1 must be equal, the
lost overlap area term for either firm j!1 or j+1 can be eliminated, and the remaining one
multiplied by two. The pricing first order condition of the revenue maximization problem
can then be calculated by setting (notice the second term was multiplied by 2, which
cancelled the 2 previously in the denominator, to account for both lost overlap areas):
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Pj !{"+ :! #" Pj >0}
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With two first order conditions for each firm j = 1,..., n defined, one for price and one
for location, the system of 2n nonlinear equations can be solved simultaneously to find
1

This scenario can be eliminated trivially by changing the strict inequality relations in the definition of the set NC to
weak inequalities, but only if the demand function is defined in a “sloppy” way: i.e. the demand function here was
defined in a piecewise manner such that quantity demanded is zero at distances from firm

j

greater the F (rather

than negative), so a weak inequality cannot be used; if it were defined so that it could be negative (a sloppier
definition), this weak inequality would work, and the set NC would be empty if the zone is covered, or infinite if not.
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Nash equilibria. Again, I approximate this using recursive methods here, since closed
form solutions are difficult to derive. In all of the computer simulations utilized, for
parameter values tested, a single Nash equilibrium location vector L = ( J1,..., J n ) and
price vector P = ( p1,..., pn ) was found (given the ex-post naming convention to do away
with the complications of n -factorial firm order permutations).1 Note that this does not
prove the uniqueness of such a Nash equilibrium, but does suggest that predictable
outcomes of the game defined can occur. The arithmetic to come depends on the
assumption of uniqueness of the equilibrium, which was observed to have been the
case in all simulations tested — it will be assumed going forward, therefore, that there is
indeed a unique Nash equilibrium for any covered zone.
Running a simulation (image below) for the parameter values n = 11 ,

( Z, Z ) = (0,150) , ! = 15 and !, " = 1 , several interesting characteristics can be noted.

In the diagram above, and by running multiple simulations for various other parameter
values, some trends become clear:
1.

Nash equilibrium prices can be higher than, lower than, or equal to the monopoly
price. For the parameter values used in the above diagram, the monopoly price
would have been p = 5 . All firms in the above simulation charge a price higher than
the monopoly price.

2.

The Nash equilibrium prices charged by the two endpoint firms are identical.

3.

The Nash equilibrium prices charged by the interior firms are the same as one
another.

1

Note that, trivially, there are clearly infinitely many Nash equilibria if zones are not covered.
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4.

The (common) Nash equilibrium price of the interior firms is rarely equal to the
(common) Nash equilibrium price of the endpoint firms, although it can be for
certain values of n and zone sizes.

5.

The distance between firms is not the same (even between interior firms, though
this is difficult to see visually above), although it is symmetric about the middle
firm(s). Distances (in all the simulations that have been tested), however, were
such that observation 3 holds.

With a computer simulation, the sensitivity of price to changes in the firm density of
zones can be demonstrated. Consider a larger zone for demonstrative purposes,
located on [0,980]. For any zone to be covered in equilibrium, the number of firms must
satisfy ( n !1) 2F > Z ! Z where F is calculated from the monopoly condition (and is half
the width of the market area a firm would serve in monopoly). This gives n >

Z!Z
+1 ,
2F

which in this case is n > 50 , so with fewer than 50 (discrete) firms in the zone on [0,980],
all firms are monopolists and the zone is not “covered”.

The red points indicate the Nash equilibrium price that the interior firms will charge in
equilibrium for varying number of firms in the zone [0,980].1 The blue points indicate the
Nash equilibrium price the two endpoint firms will charge. For example, if the zone
[0,980] has only 50 firms in it, the both the endpoint and interior firms will all charge a
1

See appendix 4 for the price data generated
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price of 5, since all firms are monopolists (as will be the case for any n less than or
equal to 50). If there were 70 firms in the zone, the interior firms would charge a price of
about 5.23, and the endpoint firms would charge a lower price of about 5.11. Notice that,
as was the general trend in the duopoly case where Nash equilibrium price was solved
for analytically (nearness of the duopolist competitor being analogous to firm density in
a zone now), prices are increasing in n for low levels of n , and decreasing in n for high
levels of n . Additionally, the maximum price of both interior and endpoint firms occurs at
the same value of n . The average price charged at any given n can be calculated

pavg =

(n ! 2) pint + 2 pend
n

where pint is the price that all of the interior firms charge, and pend is the price that the
two endpoint firms charge. Although the diagram above uses example parameters, one
can easily get an idea of the shape of the average price function in n , which becomes
increasingly close to the interior firm prices as n increases.

Free Entry Equilibrium with Endogenous Price and Location Choice
Now that the effect of firm density on price has been looked at for some example
parameters, it is important to consider how firm density is determined. If free-entry is
allowed, there are some issues to be contended with in adapting the model so far.
Suppose that in addition to the zone considered (representing, perhaps, a single city),
there exists some un-modeled “outside” market. Firms choose whether or not to enter
the zone considered here or the outside market based on expected revenue. If they
locate in the zone, the will be referred to as “marginal entrants,” although the “timing” of
this decision is not considered, as it is assumed that a one-period game, where n is
fixed by the time location and price decisions are made; i.e. comparing the equilibria
“before” and “after” entry is equivalent to comparing two possible states of the world with
no temporal order. Let (certain) total revenue if a firm locates in the outside market be
denoted TRoutside . Now consider the (expected) total revenue from locating within the
zone.
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First, recall that the order of firms here is arbitrary (i.e. if firms were indexed before
their location decisions, there would be n-factorial possible Nash equilibria, at least in
the simulations that have been tested). However, firms do not all receive the same total
revenue (the endpoint firms, in particular, receive more total revenue than interior firms,
as they have “lost overlap” on only one side). Thus, there is some un-modeled process
determining which firms manage to obtain preferable locations in equilibrium. If it is
assumed that the order is random with a uniform distribution, i.e. for !, j ! {1,..., n}
where j is the j th firm by some a priori ordering and ! is the equilibrium order from left
to right on the real number line, then Pr( j = ! | n) =

1
. Thus, the expected total revenue
n

of any firm before the location and price setting game played is
n

1
E !"TR j #$ = &TR j (%, p! ) where TR j (!, p! ) is the total revenue of firm j if j = ! in Nash
n ! =1
equilibrium given the location and price vectors characterizing that equilibrium.
If the expected total revenue in the zone considered is greater than outside total
revenue, i.e. E !"TR j #$ > TRoutside , firms enter the market until such differences disappear,
and vice versa if it is lower. In equilibrium, since E !"TR j #$ is decreasing in n , a state will
be reached where E !"TR j #$ % TRoutside (with discrete firms); the equality is very close if n

(

)

and Z ! Z are large. Note that the total revenue that a firm ends up receiving if it
enters (after passing through the un-modeled process assigning it a particular location
within the zone in equilibrium) may be less than TRoutside even if E !"TR j #$ = TRoutside , since,
for example, interior firms have lower total revenue than endpoint firms and hence

E !"TR j #$ .1 Note that a single time period is being considered, and once the entrance
decision is made, there can be no reconsideration.
With the effect of firm density on average prices characterized, some qualitative
judgments about the welfare-distributive impact of market entry can be considered. First,
imagine a market where the firm density is such that the average Nash equilibrium price
1

I.e. The expected total revenue is “pulled up” somewhat by endpoint firmsʼ relatively high total revenue.
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is increasing in the number of firms. With entrance into a covered market where the
average price is increasing in the number of firms, the demand triangles of every firm
“already in the market” shift downward (recall, there is no concept of time in the game
being played, so firms “already in the market,” as opposed to “marginal entrants,” can
just be though of a random sample of n !1 firms in the new market equilibrium if firms).
In the region where price is increasing in n , all of the demand triangles are strictly lower
than “before” entry (recall, there is no chronological order to this term; it refers only to
the state of the world in which n is strictly lower than the alternative state).
Recall from equation [4], individual consumer surplus is given by

(! ! "t x ! J ! # p )
CS =
i

2

j

2#

.

where the numerator is individual quantity demanded, squared. Consumer surplus is
strictly increasing in Qd , so any resident living at a location where the height of the
demand triangle of their chosen firm decreases has strictly lower consumer surplus than
“before” the decrease. The total consumer surplus of residents served by firms located
within the zone is
$ n!1
TCS = & #
& j=2
%

" j, j+1

"

" j, j!1

' " j1, j2 Q j1 2
)+ 2 ( d ) ,
"
2 ! ) J1!F 2 !
(

(Q )
j
d

2

i.e. the area of the “consumer surplus triangle” formed by each firm (easily imagined
from the demand triangle it comprises), within the interval representing each firmʼs
market area served. Note that because of the total revenue of the left endpoint firm is
the same as the right endpoint firm, either can be picked as representative of “endpoint
firms,” and the consumer surplus it generates multiplied by 2 to capture the consumer
surplus for both endpoint firms (this is the second term of the total consumer surplus
equation above).
Picture how market entry affects the distribution of consumer surplus by imagining
a market with n = n0 versus a market with n = n0 +1 firms. Below is a diagram of
consumer surplus generated by firm “ j ” (competitors are on either side, but are omitted
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for clarity). Note that this need not be the “same” firm j “before” and “after” market entry,
so long as it is the j th firm in the sequence 1,..., n .

The red dotted line represents the consumer surplus a consumer at the corresponding
location on the x-axis would receive from shopping at this particular firm (if they did
indeed shop there and not one of its competitors) before market entry. The green
triangle is consumer surplus as a function of location after market entry. Two effects
occurred here. First, the entry of a new firm caused the other firms to shuffle, so that the
new j th firm is not at the same location as the j th firm previously was. There are
winners and losers to this “shuffling” effect — those who become closer to the apex of
one of these consumer surplus triangles are better off (ignoring the price effect); vice
versa for those who are now farther away from a firms. A second effect is the price
effect, though: notice the green consumer surplus triangle is lower at all points than the
red consumer surplus triangle would be if it were translated to the left to offset the
shuffling effect. This price effect (shifting consumer surplus triangles down) can occur,
as previously shown, for a at various firm densities where prices are increasing in n .
Thus, there are clearly winners and losers on the consumption side of market entry,
which is a notable departure from the standard intuition that consumers are strictly
better off with more competition on the supply side.

Concluding Remarks
This paper began by outlining a simple and intuitive model based upon Hotellingʼs
linear city model of product differentiation. Using an elastic version of the Hotelling
model allowed for the inclusion of disutility from travel, and the determination of the
effects of zoning bylaws on price and location choices of firms. The tractability of the
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intuitive graphical model developed also allows for extension to the n firm case with
minimal additional modeling.

Zoning, of course, is just one form of restriction on product differentiation — the
model developed could easily be applied to various other circumstances of
differentiation in product characteristic space. The several key departures taken from
Hotellingʼs model have allowed for the demonstration of an interesting effect: exogenous
restrictions on product differentiation can lead equilibrium prices to be higher than in the
absence of such restrictions, and some consumers will experience strict decrease in
welfare as a result of these restrictions. Additionally, with such restrictions in place,
market entry can have the effect of decreasing welfare of some consumers relative to
“before” market entry.
Whether the effects demonstrated in this paper are common occurrences is an
empirical question which requires more research; however, if such tendencies are
observed empirically in a range of markets, the policy implications could be widespread,
potentially influencing decisions as varied as accreditation standards for post-secondary
education, and urban planning.
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Appendix 1: Deriving total quantity demanded

In order to show that

TQd =

"

Q*d

{i:|xi !J|<F }

is equivalent to the continuous form

TQd = ! "

J+F
J!F

Qd dx ,

use the fact that TQd must equal the average quantity demanded multiplied by the
number of residents within the relevant interval. Let n denote this number of residents:

n := {i : | xi ! J |< F }

.

Then

# " Q* &
% {i: |x !J|<F} di (
TQd = % i
(n
n
%%
((
$
' .
Next, since the summation term is an approximation, a continuous definition of “average”
quantity demanded by residents should be used. This makes sense, since the quantity
demanded by a given resident is the height of the individual demand function at their
location, then the quantity demanded by the average resident in the interval is the
average height of the demand function (in location- Qd space) over that interval. Recall,
residents are equidistantly spaced, so the probability distribution over the location of a
randomly selected resident from the set of residents in the relevant interval forms a
uniform probability density function with height only over the relevant interval. Using the
rule that the mean value of a continuous function f (x) on [a, b] where a < b is given by

1
b!a

"

b
a

f (x)dx , the discrete definition above of total quantity demanded becomes:
J+F
J+F
#
Qd dx &( #% " Qd dx &(
"
%
J!F
J!F
TQd =
n=
n
% (J + F) ! (J ! F) ( %
(
2F
$
' $
' .
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Since one can logically say that n must equal the population density ( ! ) multiplied by
the width of the interval (in this case, b ! a = 2F ), this can be rewritten

# J+F Q dx &
" di ( ! 2F
TQd = % J!F
%
(
2F
$
'
,
which is easily simplified to

TQd = ! "

J+F
J!F

Qd dx

.

The total quantity demanded is the area under the individual demand function centered
on xi = J , multiplied by the population density (which, for simplicity, will hereinafter be
assumed be ! = 1 , this normalization changing nothing fundamental about the analysis).

Appendix 2: Some computationally-convenient expressions used
The indifferent consumer between firms j and k is given by

! j,k

"
$
$
=#
$
$%

Using the fact that

"
1
pk ! p j ) + ( J + K ) if J < K
(
2#
2
!
1
( p j ! pk ) + 2 ( J + K ) J > K
2"

.

K!J
returns the sign of ( K ! J ) , the expression for ! j,k can be
|K!J |

written in a more computationally-convenient form (avoiding the piecewise definition):

" K!J % "
1
! j,k = $
' ( pk ! p j ) + ( J + K ) .
# | K ! J | & 2#
2
This expression was used for all calculations rather than the piecewise function.
Further on in the paper, I used an indicator function returning a zero if two firms
were not competing with one another. For this purpose, I used the following expression
in computer simulations:
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Appendix 3: The “undercutting at all locations” complication
In duopoly, undercutting oneʼs competitor be “just enough” to take the entire market is a
viable strategy, as depicted below.

Example of “undercutting at all locations,” as defined in the context of this paper, where the “right” firm has clearly undercut the “left” firmʼs price.

Here, the leftmost firm is charging a price low enough that the rightmost firmʼs entire
market area is taken over. Call the leftmost firm “j” and the rightmost “k;” the
“undercutting at all locations” condition is calculated by solving for p j in

! ! " p j ! # xi ! J > ! ! " pk
which sets the height of j ʼs demand triangle to be higher than k ʼs at location K . This
gives the condition that

p j < pk !

!
J !K k.
"

Taking account of this potential for undercutting “at all locations,” the duopoly problem
faced by firms is
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#
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#
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,
Max
2
Pj !{"+ :! #" Pj >0} p j (! # " p j )
#
.

(

)

2

'
)
)
(

for p j * pk #

p j < pk #

#
J #K
"

#
J #K k
"

[11]

Subject to p j < pk + J ! K
The first state of the j ʼs piecewise objective function applies for prices of p j which are
not low enough to undercut k at all locations. Thus, if revenue is not maximized by
undercutting at all locations, it is maximized where the total revenue function is. If, given
the price and location of j ʼs competitor, j ʼs total revenue is maximized by undercutting
k at all locations, the second state of the piecewise function applies. Notice this is

simply the monopoly revenue expression from equation [3] (but only applies when price

p j is low enough to undercut firm k at all locations).1
An example best illustrates the results of interest: take, as parameters values,

! = 15 and !, " = 1 (as have been used throughout). Firm j ʼs best response price as a
function of k ʼs price and location can be derived from the first order condition for
revenue maximization with respect to p j . The total revenue at the “undercutting” price
must be compared to the total revenue at the price given by the first order condition
from maximizing total revenue while incurring competition, and choice between the two
prices made to maximize total revenue. A (single, in our simple case where firms are
symmetric) Nash equilibrium price as a function of the distance between firms can be
derived from a simultaneous one-shot game (with one complication to be mentioned
when firms are sufficiently close to one another):

1 If firm ’s price is sufficiently low relative to a competing firm k that k is able to undercut k at all locations (i.e. k’s demand function in location-quantity demand space is strictly

j

lower than j’s at all locations where k’s demand function is non-zero), then there exists no “overlap area” to remove from the calculation of j’s total quantity demanded and hence
revenue.
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The vertical axis represents Nash equilibrium price which both firms in the example will charge. Nash equilibrium price is a function
of distance between the firms j and k, which is on the horizontal axis.

Notice the function is piecewise, with several regions one can look at separately. These
regions will be referred to as:

•

In the “right” region, where x>20 in this example, both firms are monopolists.
Both firms act as they would if the other did not exist, setting prices using the
monopoly revenue-maximization condition.

•

The “middle” region between distances of about, 2.5 and 20. In this region,
each firm charges, in Nash equilibrium, a price at which there would exist no
risk of the competing firm choosing to “undercut”.

•

In the “left” region, there is no pure strategy Nash equilibrium. There are
several assumptions one could make about how firms will behave in such an
environment. For simplicity, and since this regions is not the central focus of
this paper, it will be assumed that firms charge a price “just low enough” that
neither firm would choose to undercut the other by enough to take their entire
market share “if the game were not simultaneous”. This rather vague
statement can be though of more appropriately as a constraint: firm j plays a
simultaneous game with k, picking a best response price p j to maximize total
revenue subject to the constraint that firm k ʼs total revenue would not be
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higher, given p j , by charging a price low enough to undercut j at all locations
given p j .
The boundary between the “middle” region and the “right” (monopoly) region is
fairly straightforward — if and only if, when both firms set prices to maximize
revenue as though they were monopolists, there exists “overlap” between their
demand triangles, the Nash equilibrium price that will prevail falls into the “middle”
category. The boundary between the “middle” and “left” regions can be though of
as follows: each firm, when in this regionʼs characteristic geographic proximity to
other firms, considers whether to charge an “undercutting” price (i.e., for firm j ,

p j = pk !

!
| J ! K | !# where ! is an arbitrarily-small positive constant), or the
"

“normal” Nash equilibrium which would prevail in a world without this “undercutting”
option. If firm j is undercutting k, its total revenue is calculated as though it were a
monopolist, subject to the constraint that the price chosen must satisfy the
inequality p j < pk !

!
|J !K |
"
. Substituting the price constraint into the monopoly

total revenue expression gives
2

TRUndercut

(
"
%+
!
*$ ! ! $ pk ! J ! K ! # '"
%)
#
&,
!
"
= $ pk ! J ! K ! # '
,
#
&
"
"

This total revenue “if I undercut” can be compared to the total revenue without
undercutting, which is given by
TRNoUndercut

2
$
" # # p j # ! J # $ j,k
! # " pj )
(
&
= max p j
#
&
!
2!
p j !{"+ :! #" p j >0}
%

(

)

2

'
),
)
(

The boundary between “middle” and “left” regions, then, is the location where

TRNoUndercut = TRUndercut . Inside the left-hand region, the Nash equilibrium price can be
determined (both firms charge the same price in this case, because of symmetry) by the
value of p that satisfies the equation
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i.e. a price just low enough that the competing firm would not have higher revenue by
undercutting than not undercutting.

Appendix 4: Computational Methods
In the program I wrote to approximate the various Nash equilibria as a function of
exogenous location works as follows
1.

First, n price variables are initiated at an arbitrary price of p=p0 for each one:

p1 = p0
p2 = p0
...
pn = p0
Then, a best response function is defined which takes as its input the price and
location of a given firmʼs competitors: best _ response _ price ( j ) returns the revenue
maximizing price for firm j , given the current prices and locations of competitors

j!1 and j+1 .
2.

Each firm, in the sequence the variables are defined, picks a price to maximize its
total revenue given the prices and locations of its neighbors.

3.

This process is repeated until for every firm in 1,..., n , the optimal price found during
the current iteration is the same as it was in the previous iteration.

Note that not all Nash equilibria can be found in this manner (the price does not
necessarily converge to the Nash equilibrium with recursion), but I found that each of
the prices found with this method was indeed the best response to competitorsʼ prices
given. Also, p0 that each firm “starts at” was initiated at various levels between 0 and 15,
the range of permissible prices with the example parameter values used (higher prices
would mean zero revenue), and the same equilibrium price vector was found.
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The program used for endogenous location choice had exactly the same setup, except
on each iteration, and for each firm, location was also set using the J rule condition given
the current prices and location of competitors (on that given iteration). Picking J rule as
the location decision rule is acceptable if and only if regardless of the left-right order and
initial locations of the n firms simulated, the same equilibrium price and location vectors
are derived (for the ex-post naming convention used). This is because imposing that
firms cannot “reorder” themselves — rather, with J rule , they slide side to side with
changes in neighborsʼ choice variables — the result obtained is not necessarily valid,
but it was checked that the same result would be achieved even without this J rule
imposition. Convergence was again found to a single price and location vector jointly
characterizing an equilibrium, which was subsequently verified manually. Note that this
method does not prove the uniqueness of such an equilibrium.

The price data from the most important simulation (where it was found that prices can
increase in n) is as follows:
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